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 LADY SUSHIL RAMGOOLAM SSS 

 FOOD AND TEXTILE 

GRADE 8 

WK 3 (20/04/2020) 

Mrs M.Bungshee Worksheet and Notes 

Hello girls so the topic for today is on Consumer Awareness (part 1) as shown on the TV 

during the SSP.  I hope everyone has watched the video.  If not, you can watch again if you 

have My. T on catch up TV or you can download mbcplay on play store in your mobile. 

I have prepared a summary of notes and question for you below read it carefully and copy it 

down in your copybook.  Answer all the questions.  You can refer to your book for further 

explanation. 

TOPIC 

Part 1 – CONSUMER AWARENESS 

Please refer to Pg 239  

Definition of Consumer 

A consumer is someone who buys goods and services for his/her personal use. 

Thus every member of the society is a consumer. Even you are a consumer. 

All consumers pay for the goods and services they require. 

Goods Services 

Definition 

Items that are obtained naturally or 

manufactured. 

Facilities/benefits provided by 

companies/people. 

Examples 

Vegetables, bread, soaps, books, furniture Transport, dentist, cinema, telephone, water, 

hairdresser 
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Activity 1 

You as a consumer work out a list of goods and services that you require at home and at 

school. 

Situation Goods Services 

At home 

 

  

At school 

 

  

 

Definition of consumer awareness 

Consumer awareness means to educate consumers so that they know about their rights and 

responsibilities. 

In Mauritius there are many institutions that provide guidance to consumer rights. 

For further assistance you can call on ‘185’ for any complaints about goods and services. 

Importance of consumer awareness 

- Be less spend drift 

- Be knowledgeable 

- Be conscious 

- Be protected 

Factors that affect consumer choices 

- Needs 

- Gender 

- Budget 

- Media 

Examples of media: TV, Radio, Newspaper, Billboards, Magazine 

Examples of social media: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Snapchats 
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Information about different products flow through the media.  Teenagers are easy prey of 

these advertisements. 

Activity 2 

Please refer to your book Pg 243 and write on: 

‘The results of addictive influence of media on teenagers’ 

Questions: 

1. Define the following terms: 

a) Consumer 

b)Consumer awareness 

2. Define the following terms and give two examples of each: 

a) Goods 

b) Services 

3 Below are some factors of consumer choices match them to their appropriate definition: 

Factors       Definition 

i. Needs     How it help to influence consumer choices 

ii) Gender     How much money we have. 

iii) Budget     What are our requirements? 

iv) Media     Whether you are a boy or girl. 

4.  The sentences below are some ways how consumer awareness helps consumers.  Fill them 

with the appropriate word. 

i. Get value for __________________ spent on the purchase of any product. 

ii. Be ____________________ against misleading product. 

iii. Spend less money by _____________________ purchase of goods on sales. 


